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I Ancestor of the Novel NOVEL] 

The previous year saw the capture of the romance sang the noble deeds of the knight 
"Dunkirk of the North" the famous fortress errant. Somewhat akin to these picaresque 
o£ Louisburg, which the French had built on novels and yet different from anything -that 
the Atlantic coast of Cape Breton Island to had appeared before was Cervantes' burlesque 
be the keystone of their naval power in America. romance "Don Quixote." (See Cervantes·.) 
Although the peninsula was won by the British The t erm novel is now usually applied to a 
in 1713, the island was not ceded unt.il the peace narrative of considerable length with a more or 
of 1763. In 1867 Nova Scotia became part of less intricate plot, which pictures life as it is, 
the Dominion of Canada. · dealing with characters and events that have 
NOVEL. It is said that the immediate ancestor been or might be real. The romance gives 
of the modern novelist was the minstrel of the greater freedom to the imagination, deals with 
Middle Ages who travelled from place to place more unusual aspects of life, and is usually 
telling or singing his tales. Romances long more concerned with telling an exciting story 
drawn out and full of high adventure were than in the study of character. In common 
popular with the upper classes, because they usage, however, any work of prose fiction is 
found in them an idealized picture of their own called a novel, and we speak of '' realistic '' 
lives. (See Romance.) and " romantic " novels. · 

The lower classes, who got the ragged end of Elizabethan Prose Romances ·· · 
life under the feudal system, liked tales that Many prose romances were written in Eng-
poked fun at the valiant knights and pious land in the Elizabethan period, the age of 
churchmen. They enjoyed stories of rogues Shakespeare, though they are quite over
and rascals seeking adventure, or of life as they shadowed by the great dramas of that time. 
themselves lived it. So alongside of the metrical Lyly's " Euphues " is remarkable for its 
romances we find the fabliaux, telling lightly in · elaborate artificial style, its involved and nicely 
verse stories of ordinary life ; and similar stories balanced phrases. Sir Philip Sidney's '' Ar
in prose, called by the Italians novelle, meaning cadia " is a long-drawn-out pastoral romance 
"new stories," from which the Engli~h term interrupted with passages of verse. Both of 
" novel " is derived. · these romances were written for the upper 

·The "Picaresque" Novel Appears classes, and did not appeal to the ordinary man. 
A little later there appeared in Spain anotheu Bunyan's "Pilgrim'~ Progress," the great 

type of story dealing with low life, the " picar- Puritan prose epic, did teach the masses, and 
esque '' novel, which told at considerable length still holds its popularity because of its truth to 
the adventures of a picaro, or rogue, as the human nature. . 
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Drying a big catch of fish in the harbour of Halitax, Nova Scotia. The province has twelve splendid harbours, and 
Halifax harbour is one of the finest in the world. It is very spacious, being about six miles long and a mile in width, 
and there is ample room for large steamers. It suffered from a serious explosion in 1917. Nova Scotia's annual 

yield of fish is valued at about ~,ooo,ooo. 
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